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RESUME

On décrit sommairement un expérience de vérification du concept

d'accélération dans lequel on utilise la fréquence de battement induite dans

un plasma par un laser. On obtient une valeur heuristique des paramètres

expérimentaux s'y rapportant d'après la théorie des fluides et les

considérations d'interactions des ondes et des particules. L'accélération

d'électrons de 10 MeV jusqu'à environ 70 MeV sur une longueur de plasma de

3 cm semble être réalisable et correspond à un gradient d'accélération d'à

peu près 2,5 GeV/m.
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Abstract

An experiment to test the laser plasma beatwave accelerator concept Is

outlined. A heuristic estimate of the relevant experimental parameters Is

obtained from fluid theory and considerations of wave-particle Interactions.

Acceleration of 10 MeV electrons to approximately 70 MeV over a plasma length

of 3 cm appears to be feasible. This corresponds to an accelerating gradient

of approximately 2.5 GeV/m.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the first nuclear reactions were produced by means of a particle

accelerator, physicists have channelled their collective talents towards the

development of ever-more powerful machines. It is, however, becoming clearer

that extrapolation of the present high energy accelerator Is not enough to

meet today's challenge of ultra-high energies. To achieve energies of

100-1000 TeV within a reasonable physical size, and cost, even the currently

available field gradients of 20 MeV/m extrapolated to 60 MeV/m over the next

two decades, will not be sufficient- In all probability, material consider-

ations will limit the electric field gradients to below 100 MeV/m, which then

defines the upper limits of accelerator technology.

The ever-Increasing needs of the particle physics research community makes it

quite Imperative to look for solutions to this problem in novel technology as

well as novel concepts. Amongst the novel concepts which have been proposed

recently, perhaps the most exciting one is the laser plasma heatwave acceler-

ator, which was first discussed by Tajima and Dawson , In the context of an

ultra-high energy particle accelerator. The physical mechanism underlying

this scheme Is the optical mixing of laser light in a low density plasma ,

which excites an electron plasma wave (longitudinal wave or Langmuir wave) as

a result of the beat pondermotive force. The potential troughs associated

with the longitudinal plasma wave can trap sufficiently energetic electrons

injected from an external source and accelerate them to relativistic

energies. Theoretically at least, accelerating gradients of order /ne V/cm

seem possible, where ne is the plasma density in units of cm" . For a

plasma density of 1017 cm""3 and a high power C02 laser, electric field

gradients of approximately 6 GeV/m appear to be feasible. These gradients are

at least two orders of magnitude greater than those currently available using

conventional accelerator technology.

The purpose of this study Is to obtain some heuristic estimates of experi-

mental parameters relevant to an experiment to test the laser plasma heatwave

concept. The underlying physics of this concept is discussed adequately in

the references and will not be discussed in detail in this report.



2 . HIGH POWER CO2 LASER FACILITY

D-LASER BEAM
I DIA

X = WAVE LENGTH

F-FOCAL
LENGTH

FOCUSING LENS

d = 2r,

Fig. 1 Focusing of a gaussian beam.

For a gausaian beam (Fig. I), the focal spot diameter d (containing 85% of

Che beam energy) is given by

d - 2r a 2.44 XF (1)
o

where the f-number F la given by

F - f/D (2)

where f is the focal length of the lens, D is the laser beam aperture and A. Is

the wavelength. The Rayleigh range LR is defined as

U - mr_2/\ (3)

The beam waist (or depth of focus) is generally defined as being equal to

twice the Rayleigh range. At a distance from the centre of the beam waist

equal to the Rayleigh range the beam intensity will decrease by approximately

50%. As we show in section 4.1, the plasma wave amplitude at this position



will decrease by approximately 20% from Its value at the centre of the beam

waist.

On the other hand we could take the depth of focus as given by Born and Wolf3

L » ± 2\f2 (4)

In this case the laser intensity at the ends of the beam waist will be

approximately 80% of its maximum value at the centre and the plasma wave

amplitude will decrease to approximately 93% of its value at the centre.

The present capability of the NRC laser system is 1 kJ of energy in a 600 ps

full width at half maximum in a single wavelength K = 10.6 \im. Assuming that

we obtain approximately 150 J at each of two wavelengths (\ = 10.247 urn and

X = 10.591 \sm) in a 600 ps pulse focused with an F/20 (f = 5 m and D = 25 cm)

focusing optics, the maximum power density I in each wavelength will be
14 — 2

approximately 10 W-cm • The focal spot diameter d = 500 pm and from

equation (3) the depth of focus L - 4 cm. We would therefore expect a plasma

length of approximately 4 cm as a result of laser breakdown of hydrogen gas

(Section 3). For the purpose of estimating the maximum energy gain by

injected electrons, we assume L = 3 cm, which averages the values given by

equations (3) and (4).

3. PLASMA CONDITIONS

For laser breakdown of a neutral gas, we can relate the concentration of atoms

or molecules in a gas to the partial pressure and temperature of each particu-

lar species of atoms or molecules by the expression

«/ -3% n ,<• ,n18 P(in torr) ,-»
N(cm ) = 9.65 x 10 ^ »k)'- (5)

For room temperature (T « 300°k) and fully ionized hydrogen gas

(1 electron/atom, 2 electrons/molecule) the maximum plasma electron density is

given by

N (H ) = 6.43 x 10 P (in torr) (6)
e 2



So an Initial filling pressure of 1,6 torr of molecular hydrogen ga3 will
17 3produce a plasma density of 1 x 10 cm" .

If nitrogen gas is used, the maximum density will depend on the initial

filling pressure as well as the average ionization <Z>. The electron density

is then given by

n (No) = 6.43 x 10
16 <Z> P (in torr) (7)

So, an initial filling pressure of 0.5 torr and <Z> =• 3.2 will yield a plasma

electron density of 1 x 10 cm" . However, because of the ongoing ionization

of nitrogen during the laser pulse, the density changes on a laser pulse

timescale.

4. ELECTRON PLASMA WAVES

4.1 Accelerating Gradients

The accelerating field gradients due to longitudinal plasma waves can be esti-

mated from the fluid theory of optical mixing of laser beams in a plasma. The

level of density fluctuation e is defined as

e = ^ (8)

where n is the background electron density and 6n is the electron density

perturbation. The level at which the density fluctuation saturates as a

result of the relativistic detuning of the frequency resonance is given by

1ft
es " HT

where a = vo/c = eE/m0ioc, v0 is the oscillatory velocity of an electron

in the laser field E, to is the angular radiation frequency, mo is the



electron rest mass and c is the speed of light, a can be related to the laser

intensity by

a, = 8.5 x 10~10 \(mn) I 1 / 2 (W/cm2) (10)

Assuming that the laser intensity has a linear risetime -c (Fig. 2), then a is

given by

a(t) <= a ( t / t ) ' and I ( t ) - I t/i
o o (11)

Fig. 2 Temporal variation of laser intensity.

The time for the plasma wave amplitude to saturate as a result of the
h 5relativistic detuning is given by »

to
2/5

(o t = 4.87 f £•]

P s °ia2
(12)



where Up = u)pe and o w is the electron plasma frequency, given by

a) = (4nn e2/m ) l / ' 2 = 18000 u /n (13)
pe e o e

where ne 13 the electron density In cm" .

The maximum electric field In a plasma wave can be obtained from Polsson's

equation as

E = mew /e = 0.96 /n V/cra (14)

assuming that the perturbed electron density Is equal to the Initial plasma

density (I.e., e = 6n/n => 1). This Is referred to as the wavebreaklng limit.

For a given density fluctuation es, we can write the electric field Es as

E = e mew /e = 0.96 e /n V/cm (15)

For comparison, in Table I, we give values of time to saturation ts, satu-

rated wave amplitude es and the maximum accelerating field gradient eEg

for several values of the laser pulse risetime x. The values In Table I have

been calculated for a plasma density of 10 cm" and a peak laser intensity

of 10 W/cm . In general, the risetime of the laser pulse should be matched

to the time to saturation of the wave amplitude. Furthermore, if the laser

pulse is terminated shortly after the wave amplitude is saturated, deleterious

effects of plasma instabilities (stimulated Raman Instability, Brillouin

instability and self-focusing) which occur on a longer time scale can be

minimized.

Table I

t(ps) t (ps) e = (%Q eE (GeV/m)
o 3 [I o a

10
50

100

250

500

30
57

75

108

142

0.5
0.37

0.32

0.27

0.23

4.8
3.6

3.1

2.6

2.2



For conditions typical of a proof-of-principie experiment, the laser Intensity

risetime t = 250 ps, laser intensity Io = 10*** W«cm~2, plasma density

ne = 10 cm" , plasma frequency Up = 5.65 x 1012, plasma wavelength

\p * 333 \m and c^ = a2 = 0.09, Table I gives the time for the plasma wave

amplitude to saturate ts * 108 ps, the saturated density fluctuation

es - 0.26 and the maximum accelerating field gradient of approximately

2.6 GeV/m.

4.2 Maxlmuui Electron Energy Gain

For resonant excitation of plasma waves with two laser beams of frequency wj

and o)2 and wavenumbers ki and k2 respectively, the following relations must be

satisfied

(0 = 0)̂ -0)2 and k = kj-k2 (16)
P P

The phase velocity of the plasma wave Vp is given by

oi-io Aw EM . . , .
V = tO /k = -. 5— « -jr- = V ( 1 7 )
P P P \ ~ \ Ak g

where the group velocity of the electromagnetic waves vg
EM Is obtained

from the dispersion relation for an electromagnetic wave in a plasma

9 9 9 9
w = a) + k c (18)

pe
9 1/2

IS = v
 EM = — = c(l-o)2 /to2) (19)

The phase velocity is then given by

2 2 1 / 2

v = c(l-io /u ) (20)
P Pe

and the Lorentz factor Yp is defined as

n 1/2

Y = (1-v V c Z ) = (-2-) = (-£•) (21)
p p a) n

pe e



where nc Is the critical density for the laser beam, which for a CO2 laser

Is nc • 10
1 9 em"3.

The maximum possible energy gain by an electron trapped In the potential well

of a plasma wave Is given by

ffi * 2 e eVV 2 <22>

where ea Is given In equation (9) and yp Is defined In equation (21). It

la assumed Chat the plasma Is sufficiently long so that the electron can be

accelerated to the energy given by equation (22).

In order to estimate the plasma acceleration length that is necessary for an

electron to gain the energy given by equation (22) we note that the energy

gain can also be obtained from the relation AE • eEsL, where K8 is the

maximum electric field gradient given by equation (15) and L is the acceler-

ation length* From equations (15) and (22) the acceleration length can be

written as

2v 2 -£.

2 Y p
3 (23)

where k0 is the wavenumber of the incident laser beam (k0 •

It should be emphasized that although the energy gained by an electron

increases with Yp» the acceleration length increases very rapidly with Yp

as well. For a fixed laser wavelength, a lower plasma density gives a higher

Yp and electron energy gain. However, a much longer plasma length is

necessary to achieve this.

For the numerical example considered at the end of section 4.1, the plasma

density is 10 1 S cm"3, Eg = 0 . 2 and Y p
2 = 1000. From equation (22) the



maximum energy gain AE - 204 MeV and from equation (23) the acceleration

length L = 10.6 cm. For a plasma length of 3 cm, the expected energy gain

would be approximately 204 x 3/10.6 or 57.7 MeV. If 10 MeV electrons are

Injected Into this system, the maximum output energy would be approximately

68 MeV.

Alternatively we can estimate the maximum energy gain from equation (15) for

the electric field gradient and the plasma length. For a plasma density of

10 cm" and es * 0.2, the maximum electric field gradient Es =

20 MeV/cm which for a plasma length of 3 cm, yields an energy gain of 60 MeV.

Estimates for the maximum energy gain by electrons given In equations (15) and

(22) are consistent with estimates based on a simple one-dlraenslonal model for

the longitudinal motion of an Injected electron In the plasma wave. For this

model, the relativistic equation of motion is given by

where the longitudinal field E is modeled with the expression,

E(z) = E f(z) sin (k z - w t + 4» ) (25)
o p • p o

In the above expressions, y = (1-v /c J"1^, q Is the electronic charge, m

is the electron mass, <t>0 is the Injection phase of the electron and Eo Is

the maximum field amplitude of the plasma wave. The function f(z) Is the

field profile which can be used to describe the axial amplitude modulation of

the plasma wave. For the present estimates, we assume a constant amplitude

plasma wave (plane wave) and f(z) = 1.

Equation (24) was solved6 by the finite differences method. A typical energy

spectrum for 40 electrons initially distributed uniformly in phase is shown In

Fig. 3. The Injection energy for all electrons was 10 MeV and the plasma

length was assumed to be 3 cm. From Fig. 3 the maximum output energy of the

electrons is 68 MeV which is in good agreement with the simple estimates

obtained from equations (15) and (22).
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Fig. 3 Output energy spectrum from a 1-d relativistic

calculation for a 3 cm plasma length, e = 0.2,

ne » 10
I 6 cm"3 and injection energy of 10 MeV.

We note, however, that a more realistic model of the acceleration process must

take into account the axial variation of the field as well as the radial com-

ponents of the field. For the heuristic approach that we have taken here, the

present limited but simple model will suffice.

A.3 Threshold Energy for Particle Trapping

An electron with a velocity v' and kinetic energy (Y'-l)raoc in the wave

frame is trapped in the wave of potential (&' if

e<t>f ^ (Y'-l)m c (26)
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Using the Lorentz transformation, this condition can be expressed in terms of

the laboratory frame quantities as »8

e* > [ Y U - P P) - ~ ] m e 2 (27)
P

where Pp - vp/c and p » v/c, v being the particle velocity In the labora-

tory frame. Normalizing the above inequality by the trapping condition at

wavebreaking In a cold plasma, It can be shown7»8, that particles will be

trapped if

IY_YU-P_P)-1]
E > (T-1) <28)

where e - 6n/n.

However, we note that the above calculations assume the trapping of particles

in a wave of constant amplitude along the laser axis (plane wave). If the

plasma wave amplitude has an axial modulation, as would be the case for finite

f-number focusing optics, the energy threshold for trapping can be signifi-

cantly higher than indicated by equation (28). However this effect is

expected to be important only at low injection energies (E < 0.5 MeV) and can

be neglected for Injection energies of 10 MeV in the proposed CRNL-NRC-INRS

experiments.

As an example, when Yp = 1000, e = 0.2 an electron energy of 700 keV is

needed if the electron Is to be trapped in the wave.

4.4 Wave-Wave and Wave-Particle Energy Coupling

The energy in the laser beams is given by

2
W- = 2 • o • CT.A s 2 \ A I Joules (29)

Laser Bit L L
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where x^ Is the laser pump duration and A Is the laser beam cross-sectional

area. The energy of the heatwave In a length I. Is given by

2 2
E 9 mew ..

W * * AL = e ( £) £=•
"wave 8it v e ' 8it

2
=» 400 AL n., e Joules (30)

where nig Is the electron density In units of 10 cm" •

The efficiency of energy transfer from the laser beams to the plasma waves Is

2

laser

The cold plasma trapping limit gives G * 1, so that approximately 25% of the

laser energy can be coupled Into the plasma wave.

The number of particles which can be accelerated Is given by

NAE = r, W w a y e (32)

where T) is the fraction of the plasma wave energy that can be coupled Into the

particles with the maximum energy, so that n £ 1. Using equations (30) and

(22)

N

(33)

1 ' .

2

e i

!i
e
me

i

2

2

A

AL

s

c
(particles)
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To obtain some very simple estimates, consider the following parameters. The

area of the heatwave region is approximately equal to the laser spot size

(= 500 urn diameter), ne = 1016 cm"3 and es = 0.2. Then

N « 1 x 10 1 0 (particles)

if we assume that TI is of the order of 10% then we can accelerate approxi-

mately 10 part ic les . Since N varies as ne ' , more particles can be

accelerated at a higher plasma density.

5. ELECTRON INJECTION

5.1 Transverse Phase Space Acceptance of the Beatwave Region

T
I

, I
I

z,

x

i

z

Fig. 4 An idealized model of the beatwave region.

In order to estimate the transverse phase space acceptance of the beatwave

region (Fig. 4), we make the following assumptions:

(i) the beatwave region is cylindrical

(ii) we consider only the x-component of motion
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(ill) we neglect radial forces.

Then we get

P - P = const (34)
x xo

where P a (y -1) I is the scalar momentum (units of %<:).

Since tan 9 - 9 - dx/dz, equation (34) can be written as

K " K - P sin 9 - P9 •» P I T (35)
o

and integrating equation (35)

where

* Z A 1

I dx' - P J |̂_ - P x (36)
so

2 ,

X - / ^f- (37)
z

and finally

x - X Q + Pxx (38)

Equation (38) Is shown graphically in Fig. 5.

At the entrance of the beatwave region

xQ • ±a (limits of entrance) (39)
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Fig. 5 Transverse phase space acceptance of the heatwave region.

At any other point

x = ±a (40)

I.e.,

±a (41)

Equation (41) defines a region which encloses an ellipse representing

co-ordinates of a point (x0, P X Q ) of any injected particle which can be

transmitted from zo to z.

it aArea of ellipse = A = (42)
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This expression gives an estimate for the normalized acceptance of the

heatwave region.

To obtain a numerical estimate of the acceptance of the heatwave region in the

proposed experiments, consider the model sketched in Fig. 6.

"3 cm

Fig. 6 A schematic of the heatwave region.

At the inject ion point, Ê  = 10 MeV, Px = 21

At the ex i t point, E2 = 70 MeV, P2 a 138

« = 128=21
dz J

39 .

p = p + fll z = 21 + 39 Z
1 dz

/ 4f - 0.048
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u a 2 -2
Afl = — — = 1.3 x 10 % (mQc-cm)

Normalized acceptance an = 130 n(ram-mrad)

5.2 Electron Linear Accelerator Parameters

If we use a SLAG-type electron gun with the following design parameters,

Gun voltage 40 kV (dc)

Beam current 2.5 A

Perveance 0.283 x 10"6 AV~3/2

Normalized emittance (en) 20 % mm-mrad

Pulse length = 3 ns

This corresponds to 5 x 10 electrons in a 3 ns pulse. Assuming a 30%

capture in the structure, we could expect 1.5 x 10 electrons at 10 MeV in a

3 ns pulse with a normalized emittance of Ej = 20 it (mm-mrad), neglecting

eraittance growth in the accelerating structure.

The rf frequency of the linac is assumed to be 3 GHz, and the pulse width of

the driving magnetron is approximately 4 us. Assuming that we capture approxi-

mately 30° of phase space, we expect 30 ps duration microbunches 330 ps
Q

apart. Each microbunch will contain approximately 3 x 10 electrons, and

there will be 9 microbunches during the 3 ns gun pulse.

For ease of interpretation of the laser heatwave mechanism and the acceler-

ation process, the desirable approach would be to synchronize a single 30 ps

electron microbunch to the CO2 laser pulse absolutely.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An experiment to test the laser plasma heatwave accelerator concept Is

outlined. Heuristic estimates of some of the relevant parameters of such an
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experiment have been obtained• The parameters are well within the limits of

existing laser and Linear accelerator technologies.

There are, however, several important Issues which would require further con-

siderations or require preliminary experimental investigations to establish

their feasibility.

The method proposed here of producing a low density plasma is the laser

breakdown of low pressure hydrogen gas. Although we have demonstrated such a

technique experimentally5, the plasma lengths have been limited to approxi-

mately 2 mm. In the proposed experiment the plasma length is expected to be

approximately 4 cm. A problem of possible concern is the pondermotive self-

focusing of the laser beam in a long underdense plasma. This problem is also

likely to be relevant in experiments of this type which use an electrical dis-

charge to produce the underdense plasma (either linear or 6 pinch discharge).

It is very likely that the issue would have to be resolved by conducting a

series of experiments and simulating the beam propagation with an appropriate

hydrodynamic computer code.

The problem of synchronizing an electron microbunch to the CO 2 laser pulse

will require some development, although in principle there are several

approaches which could be used.
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